
More on the Zoo 
n  For a recent 

take on the 
AGN 'Zoo' see 

n  Active galactic 
nuclei: what's 
in a name? 

n  Padovani,P et 
al 2017 A&Arv 
25,2 

arXiv:
1707.07134 
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Eddington Limit and Growth Rate 
n  Balance the accretion rate onto the BH against 

the Eddington limit ( λ) 
n  dMBH/dt=Lacc/εc2≤4πGmpM/εcσt 

n  solution is M=Moet/τ

n  where τ=εcσt/4πGmp~ 45ε0.1106years, where the 
efficiency of converting mass to energy ε~0.1 
(McLure & Dunlop (2004) ) and λ=1 (remember  
a Schwarschild BH ε~0.057, Kerr ε=0.423) 

n  see http://www.astro.yale.edu/coppi/pubs/
bhgrowth4.pdf for a discussion of the issues. 



Limits to Growth 
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η= efficiency of converting  
mass to energy 
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Constraints on Growth of Black Holes- 
Longair 19.4  

n  To calculate how much 
mass has been accreted 
by black holes over 
cosmic time we need to 
know how they have 
grown (Soltan 1982) 
l  that is measure the number 

per unit volume per unit 
time per unit mass and the 
energy they emit 

l  Adding up the total quasar 
light and assuming an 
efficiency of ~0.1 implies 
that virtually all galaxies 
should have massive black 
holes with <M>~107 M  

The average density of mass in 
the Universe in the form of 
massive black holes is determined 
by integrals over the observed 
number– flux density relation for 
quasars and the observed redshift 
distribution in each flux density 
interval. 



Eddington Limit and Growth Rate 
n  If SMBH grow primarily by accretion then the integral of the 

accretion rate across cosmic time should be equal to their 
present mass. (Soltan 1982 MNRAS.200..115, 770 citations)- 

n  Integrating the bolometric luminosity function -compare this 
to the present day mass of black holes integrated over all 
objects. 

n   Lbol=ε(dMacc/dt)c2= ε(dMBH/dt)c2  
n  dMacc/dt=accretion rate 
n  dMBH/dt= BH growth rate 
n  ε=efficiency of converting mass to energy 
n  black hole accretion rate (BHAR) density is (Merloni and Heinz 

2011) 

n  requires no assumptions beyond the 
identification of the ultimate quasar power 
source as black hole accretion 

n  the  directly measured quasar radiation 
density in the Universe today requires that a 
corresponding amount of mass per unit 
volume must have been accreted (assuming 
that 'light' represents all the energy 

n  Neither the absolute luminosities of 
individual quasars(hence cosmological 
models,H0 values,beaming factors,and even 
the attribution of redshifts to the cosmic 
expansion)affect the result 

Choksi and Turner 1992 62 



Total	Lifetime	of	active	BHs	

n  MBH	e-fold	time	(tSalpSalpeter):	

n  To	grow	a	BH	SEVERAL	tSalp	needed:		7	tSalp	10
3	ð	106	M�		

	 						14	tSalp	10
3	ð	109	M�	

n  tSalp	independent	of	MBH,	longer	tBH	at	lower	MBH	indicates	a	more	

difficult	growth	of	smaller	BHs	(feedback?).	

n  Estimated	AGN	lifetimes	range	from	106	to	108	yr	(AGNs	from	SDSS	

imply	lifetimes	>	108	yr;	Miller	et	al.	2003).	

	

€ 

tSalp =
ε tE

(1−ε)λ
= 4.2 ×107 yr (1−ε)
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ε= efficiency
λ= Eddington ratio
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624 Black holes in the nuclei of galaxies

luminosity L in the redshift interval z to z + dz with flux densities in the range S to S + dS
is

N (S, z) dS dz = n (L , z) dL D2 dr , (19.16)

where r is the comoving radial distance coordinate and D is the ‘distance measure’, which
is related to the luminosity distance DL by D(1 + z) = DL. For bolometric luminosities
and flux densities, the flux density–luminosity relation is

L = 4π D2
LS = 4π D2(1 + z)2S . (19.17)

Substituting for n (L , z) dL from (19.16) and for L from (19.17), and using the relation
between the increment of cosmic time dt and the increment of comoving distance coordinate
dr , dr = c dt (1 + z), we find

ϱBH = 1
ξc2

! !
4π D2(1 + z)2S

N (S, z) dS
D2

"
dt
dr

#
dz

= 4π

ξc3

! !
(1 + z) S N (S, z) dS dz . (19.18)

This is the result derived by Soltan (1982). The average density of mass in the Universe
in the form of massive black holes is determined by integrals over the observed number–
flux density relation for quasars and the observed redshift distribution in each flux density
interval.

This is the easy part of the exercise – the more difficult part is to estimate the bolometric
luminosity function for quasars and their redshift distribution, or mean redshift, at each flux
density. The more difficult of these is the conversion from the number counts of quasars
in the form of a number–apparent magnitude relation in, say, the B waveband N (B) dB
to the bolometric luminosity emitted over all wavelengths. We need to make a number
of rough approximations. First of all, most of the quasars in complete samples lie in the
redshift interval 1 ! z ! 3. The factor (1 + z) is therefore typically about 3 and it is not
a bad approximation to take the (1 + z) factor outside the integral. Next, the function$

S N (S) dS can be found from counts of radio-quiet quasars. Fortunately, the counts of
quasars converge at magnitudes B ≥ 21 and so this integral can be worked out directly
from the number counts. There only remains the problem of converting luminosities in the
B waveband to bolometric luminosities over all wavebands. Since the continuum spectra of
quasars extend from the millimetre to the hard X-ray and γ -ray wavebands, this bolometric
correction can be quite large. Krolik (1999) adopts the device of guessing that a factor
of 10 is not implausible and then including a factor of (Fbol/10FB) in the final result,
where Fbol/FB is the bolometric correction for the optical waveband. Finally, it is useful
to normalise the mass density in black holes to the number density of L∗ galaxies, thus
obtaining an estimate of the typical black hole mass in an L∗ galaxy.

Krolik (1999) provides a convenient relation which can be derived from Soltan’s analysis:

⟨Mbh⟩ = 1.6 × 107
"

Fbol

10FB

# " ⟨1 + z⟩
3

#
×

"
h

0.75

#− 3 "
ξ

0.1

#− 1

M⊙ per L∗ galaxy .

(19.19)

'Soltan' Argument 
n  If supermassive black holes grow 

primarily by accretion then the 
integral of the accretion rate 
across cosmic time should be 
equal to their present mass. 

n   Integrating the bolometric 
luminosity function and assuming 
a conversion factor, ε, from mass 
to energy one can compare this to 
the present day mass of black 
holes integrated over all 
objects  

Lbol=ε(dmacc/dt)c2=ε(dmBH/
dt)c2(1-ε) 
 
n  dmacc/dt=accretion rate 
n  dmBH/dt= BH growth rate 64 

The higher the conversion factor
for converting energy to mass
the smaller the predicted BH 
mass at a given redshift is for a 
fixed observed luminosity

ε derived this way is independent 
of the cosmological model

At z=0 the observed BH mass 
density is ~4x105 M!/Mpc3

Utilizing the best estimate of 
evolution of luminosity vs
redshift this gives ε=0.06, 
marginally consistent with a non-
spinning BH



65 
•  Volonteri 2008 

backward from what one 
naively expects in ΛCDM  



How are AGN Selected 
Hard X-rays provide the 

most complete census 
of AGN activity 
(Merloni 2011) 

 
the fraction of AGN that 

are missed in a survey 
in a given band as a 
function of the energy 
range observed (at z=0) 

 
The fraction missed in the 

10-30 keV band is even 
lower (Nustar and BAT 

) 
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Constraints on  Mass Growth of Black Holes  
n  As Just discussed black holes can grow via two paths 

l  accretion  
l  merger 

n  It is thought that, at z>1 that many galaxies (esp 
elliptical galaxies) grow through mergers. 

  If these  galaxies had modest black holes,  and if the 
black holes also merged, one could grow the 
supermassive black holes that lie in most large 
galaxies observed today. 

This process would produce strong gravitational radiation 
which is the goal of the LISA mission 

n  Alternatively (or in parallel) we know that BHs are 
growing via accretion. 

See Longair ch 23   



Growth of Elliptical 
Galaxies  
n  Massive elliptical galaxies had lots of 

star formation at high (z>1.5) 
redshift but more or less stopped 
forming stars at more recent times 

n  Growth in E galaxy mass z<2  has 
been primarily via mergers- this is 
also consistent with chemical 
abundance gradients (but the 
merging galaxies are not the same 
as systems today; everything 
evolves)    

van Dokkum et al 2010 
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The local Black Hole 
Mass Function 

•  Convolve Galaxy Luminosity 
functions with MBH-Lbulge and 
MBH-σ  to obtain the local BH 
mass function.

–   MBH-Lbulge and MBH-σ provide 
consistent BH mass 
functions 

ρBH ~ 4.1+1.9
-1.4 ×105 M� Mpc-3  

 
(cf. Merritt & Ferrarese 2001, 

Ferrarese 2002, Shankar et al. 
2004) 

 

Marconi et al. 2004 

Marconi 
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Larger Fraction of Galaxies Active in the past  

•  The evolution seen 
in luminosity and 
number is reflected 
in the fact that a 
greater fraction of 
'normal' galaxies 
host AGN at higher 
redshifts  

(Bluck et al 2011) 
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One realization of BH growth  

•  Big BHs form in 
deeper potential 
wells ð they 
form first. 

•  Smaller BHs 
form in shallower 
potential wells ð 
they form later 
and take more 
time to grow. 

–  Marconi 2003,  
Merloni 2004 
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Transform to Mass Growth 
•  Take accretion 

rate and some 
model of initial 
BH mass 
distribution and 
watch them grow 
(Merloni et al 
2006) 

•  Notice 'down 
sizing' big black 
holes grow first 
and small black 
holes later   

74 

And See Where You Get to  

Merloni et al 2006 

BH Mass Density today  
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X-ray Background 
constraints 

•  Integral of x-ray emission over 
cosmic time produces the XRB 

•  XRB models provide the total x-
ray energy emitted by AGN 
summed over cosmic time.   
–  Synthesis models of the 

XRB (Gilli et al 2007) 
involve how the sources 
evolve and the properties of 
the sources  

–  3 types of sources  
•  unabsorbed (Seyert Is) 
•  absorbed (log N(H)>22 
•  Highly absorbed 

(τCompton>1)  

No Compton-thick 

Co-evolution of Galaxies and Black Holes  
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Comparison of  
growth of 
galaxies  
(Star formation 
luminosity 
density) 
vs growth of 
AGN  (luminosity 
density)  
of AGN (Fiore et al 
2018)  



Origin of the cosmic X-ray background

Chandra Deep Fields 
(CDFs) 

CDF-N (~2 Ms), CDF-S 
(~7 Ms) 

(e.g., Alexander et al. 2003; 
Xue et al. 2011)

Text

Freyburg & Egger (1999)

First “diffuse” cosmic 
background detected 
(Giacconi et al. 1962)

CDF-S, Xue et al. (2011)
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Nobel prize 2003) 

Hickox  2013) 

Montage of many Chandra pointings- PSF strong function of  
off-axis angle almost all the sources are AGN  

Summary 
  
•  z~1 is the peak epoch of AGN where the energy density peaks, consistent with the peak 

in the integral star formation  
•  AGN evolve very rapidly to z~1, consistent with pure luminosity evolution-   
•   total energy radiated  is consistent with the present day mass of black holes if efficeincy 

of accretion is ~0.05-0.1 
–  Observed x-ray sources  can produce "all" of the mass of z~0 black holes via 

accretion   
•   The data point to downsizing- massive luminous systems dominate at 

high z, low mass lower luminosity at lower z. 

NEXT topics 
•  How to find  AGN (broad and narrow line objects)   
•  Many of the non-broad line objects (the dominant population) having high column 

densities-effect of obscuration is a major effect 
•  Unified model   
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The AGN BH Mass Function 
A. Marconi 

•  Assume accretion onto BH is the powering mechanism of AGN to link LAGN 
with MBH         

•  L= λMBHc2/tE=   ε(dM/dt)c2; alternatively the accreted mass is 
–  MBH=LtE/c2ε

•  λ= Eddington ratio; ε= accretion efficiency; 
 
Saltpeter time (e-fold time increase  mass) 
 tsaltpeter=ε tE/(1-ε) λ=4x107yr for ε=0.1, λ=1
  
Or more generally  tsaltpeter=4x107yr [(1-ε)/9 ε)] λ-1

Independent of MBH 

So to grow from, 103M¤-106 M¤ requires 7 tsaltpeter 
So to grow from, 103M¤-109 M¤ requires 14 tsaltpeter 
 

Centaurus-A	The	

Nearest	AGN		



What	Are	Active	Galactic	

Nuclei	

Properties		

n  'Point-like'	

n  	luminous	non-stellar	broad	band	spectra-	

very	broad	range	in	luminosity	log	L~	40-48	

ergs/sec	

n  located	in	center	of	some	galaxies	at	any	one	
time		

l  but	SMBHs	in	'all'	massive	galaxies	

n  More	details	

l  Optical	spectra	3	classes	

§  strong	broad	emission	lines	

§  strong	narrow	emission	lines	

§  strong	non-thermal	continuum	

l  radio	~10%	of	AGN	show	strong	radio	

emission	(jets/extended	emission)	due	

to	synchrotron	radiation	

l  IR-	emission	reprocessed	from	optical-

UV-soft	x-ray	via	dust	

l  Optical/UV-	in	most	AGN	due	to	

accretion	disk	-	variable	

l  X-ray	

	 	non-thermal	power	law	spectra	highly		

variable		

Radiating supermassive black  
holes in the centers of galaxies  

SED of Type II 

Observational Details of AGN  
n  Type I AGN 

SED (radio 
loud and 
radio quiet 
Elvis et al 
1994)  
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Blazar SED  
n  Very broad, 

very different 
from 
Seyferts/
quasars  
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Rapid x-ay variability in AGN 
 luminosity ~5x1043 ergs/sec 

MCG-6-30-15   

Simple argument: source size R~cδt 
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Kepler optical light curve of a Bl Lac Object 
 W2R1926+42 

AGN Zoo 
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"Radio-loud" objects show jets and enormous 
 lobes of relativistic plasma  



The Overall Picture (Beckman and Shrader 2013) 

vast array of 
names 

AGN Unification 
General comments 

n  AGN are diverse… they have a vast range of 
properties 

n  In general, there are three “axes” to consider… 
n  Luminosity 
l  Range from <1040 erg/s to ~1048 erg/s 
l  Fundamental parameters controlling this is mass 

accretion rate+BH mass 
l  But geometry has a major role in observational 

appearance 
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K. Murphy

AGN UnificationGeneral comments 

n  Level of obscuration 
l  In some objects, can see all of the way down to the SMBH 
l  In other objects, view at some wavelengths is blocked by 

column of obscuring material (some objects are blocked at 
all wavelengths) 

l  Level of obscuration connected to viewing inclination 
n  Presence of powerful relativistic (radio) jets 
l  Radio-loud AGN : generate powerful jets, seen principally 

via synchrotron radiation in the radio band 
l  Radio-quiet AGN : lack these powerful jets (often possess 

weak jets) 
l  Fundamental parameter controlling jet production 

unknown (maybe black hole spin; or magnetic field 
configuration) 90 



Broad	Band		Properties	of	AGN		

n  Broad	band	continuum-	very	
different	from	stars	or	galaxies	

n  Strong	UV	lines	not	seen	in	stars			
n  Can	be	very	variable	

γ-ray
X-ray

Optical-UV

Radio 

En
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Log frequency

Range of 104

Broad band spectral
energy distribution (SED) 
of a 'blazar' (an active 
galaxy whose observed 
radiation is dominated by a 
relativistic jet 'coming at' us
 
A large fraction of the total 
observed energy appears in 
the γ-ray band (due to 
relativistic beaming)
 

X-ray Selection of Active galaxies   
n  X-ray and optical image 

of a nearby AGN 
NGC4051-  

n  Note the very high 
contrast in the x-ray 
image  

n  Find x-ray AGN via 
l  luminous* pointlike  
x-ray source in nucleus 
of galaxy 
l  hard x-ray spectrum 
l  frequently variable 

* Have to distinguish from 
x-ray binaries located 
near nucleus  

Rosat x-
ray all sky 
survey 
image 
overlaid 
on sky 
survey 
image   



X-ray Selection of AGN  
n  Comparison of 

x-ray luminosity 
of AGN vs the 
total galaxy 
luminosity in a 
'blind' x-ray 
survey 

n  AGN have log 
L(x)~L(opt)  

  

Hasinger and Brandt ARAA 2005 
color code is which observation the data 
were obtained from- lines represent log of 
 ratio of x-ray to optical flux   

Optical	Properties	of	AGN		

n  Strong	lines	of	hydrogen,	
carbon,	oxygen	from	highly	

ionized	species	….		

Unusual optical colors
(Richards et al SDSS)- quasars 
in color, stars are black

UV-Optical Continuum is 
thought to arise via thermal 
emission in an accretion disk    

Cut off due to abs by H 
either in host galaxy or IGM 



Color Selection  
n  AGN have 

different IR/
optical colors than 
stars or galaxies  

n  http://arxiv.org/
1511.07012 
Mickaelian et al   

AGN Colors Change with Redshift 

n  Selecting AGN via colors requires modeling of 
selection effects 



n  AGN	(type	I)	optical	and	

UV	spectra	consist	of	a	

'feature	less	

continuum'	with	strong	

'broad'	lines	

superimposed		

n  Typical	velocity	widths	

(σ,	the	Gaussian	
dispersion)	are	

~2000-5000km/sec	

n  The	broad	range	of	

ionization	is	due	to	the	

'photoionzation'	of	the	

gas-	the	gas	is	not	in	
collisional	equilibrium		

n  At	short	wavelengths	

the	continuum	is	

thought	to	be	due	to	

the	accretion	disk	

Van den Berk et al 2001 

Origin of λ>4000Å continuum not known 

Cut off due to abs by H 
either in host galaxy or IGM 

Accretion disk light  

Optical	Emission	Lines			
n  Remember	that	star	forming	

galaxies	also	can	have	strong	

emission	lines	

n  AGN	emission	line	ratios	are	
different-	indicating	ionization	by	
a	different	type	of	source	

('harder'	spectrum-	more	energy	

at	shorter	wavelengths	than	

stars)			

line ratio plot NII/Hα compared to OIII/Hβ�

 AGN  lie in a particular part of this diagram   
 
Darkness of plot is log of the number of 
objects inside the contour   



AGN Optical Spectra Across Cosmic 
Time 
n  There is very little evolution in the optical 

spectra of AGN out to z~5 (Fan 2009)  

Comparison of Optical and X-ray AGN 
Selection  

n  Best" way to find AGN: 
classical optical  line ratio 
indicators miss (even at 
low z) many AGN (>1/2)-
same with IR 

n  The broad properties of x-
ray selected AGN are 
representative of the total 
population (Hickox et al 
2009)- IR selected AGN 
tend to have high 
Eddington ratios and small 
masses, radio selected 
high black hole masses , 
low Eddington ratios  

 x-ray detected AGN 
Goulding et al 2010 
Trouille and Barger 2010  



Total Emission-Galaxy+AGN  

n  Red is dust emission from  star formation 
n  Green is starlight, yellow AGN driven dust 

emission, blue accretion disk (Suh et al 2018)  
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type 2 type 1 

How are AGN Selected 
Hard X-rays provide the 

most complete census 
of AGN activity 
(Merloni 2011) 

 
the fraction of AGN that 

are missed in a survey 
in a given band as a 
function of the energy 
range observed  

 
The fraction missed in the 

10-30 keV band is even 
lower (HXI on Astro-H) 



 AGN Unification 
Broad line (type-1) objects 

n  Blue optical/UV continuum 
n  Broad optical/UV lines 

l  Emission lines from permitted (not 
forbidden) transitions 

l  Photoionized matter n>109cm-3 

l  BLR  lines FWHM~2000-20000 km/s 
n  Narrow optical/UV lines 

l  Emission lines from both permitted 
and forbidden transitions 

l  FWHM~500km/s 
l  Sometimes spatially resolved 

0.1-1kpc 

n  Overall spectrum reveals 
unabsorbed/unreddened nucleus 

 
 

Seyfert 1 galaxy 
IRAS 05218-1212 
 
(Trippe et al. 2011) 
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AGN Types  
Narrow line (type-2) objects 

n  Reddened	Optical/UV	continuum		

n  Optical	Emission	line	spectrum	

l  �Full	light�	spectrum	only	shows	narrow	(~500km/sec)	optical/UV	

lines	

l  Broad	optical/UV	lines	seen	in	polarized	light…	shows	that	there	is	
a	hidden	broad	line	region	seen	via	scattering	(Antonucci	&	Miller	

1985)	

n  X-ray	spectrum	usually	reveals	highly	absorbed	nucleus	(NH>1022cm-2)	
n  Intermediate	type	objects	(type-1.2,	1.5,	1.8,	1.9)	have	obscurers	

which	become	transparent	at	sufficiently	long/short	wavelengths	



Seyfert I Composite Spectra (SDSS) 
n  Pol& Wadadekar 

2016 
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Seyfert I strong Optical/UV lines  
n  The 

strongest 
lines are 
both 
'permitted' (
Ha,Hb,CIV) 
broad lines  

n  and 
forbidden 
narrow lines 
(OIII,NII)  

106 

Strength and width of lines only weak function 
of luminosity (wide range of M& dM/dt at fixed luminosity 



Seyfert II Optical/UV spectrum 
n  Only 

narrow 
lines , 
weak UV 
spectrum  

107 

Seyfert II Optical Spectrum  

108 ZAKAMSKA et al 2003 



AGN Unification-Narrow line (type-2) 
objects 

n  Reddened Optical/UV continuum  
n  Emission line spectrum 

l  “Full light” spectrum only shows narrow optical/
UV lines 

l  Broad optical/UV lines seen in polarized light… 
shows that there is a hidden broad line region 
seen in scattered light (Antonucci & Miller 
1985) 

n  X-ray spectrum usually  highly absorbed 
nucleus (NH>1022cm-2) 

n  type	II	do	not	have	broad	lines	and	have	a	weak	or	absent	'non-
stellar'	continuum	

n  Depending	on	the	type	of	survey	and	luminosity	range	~50%	of	
all	AGN	are	of	type	II 
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K. Murphy

Blazar 



"See" Into Central Regions via Scattering 
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https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
level5/March02/Roy/
Roy_contents.html 

n  Examples of x-ray spectra illustrating the effects of 
absorption  (Ananna et al 2019) and reprocessing (Fe K 
line)  
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log N(H)<22cm-2 
log N(H)~23 cm-2 

log N(H)~25 cm-2 
 

"Compton thick" 

 
 
 



Fraction of Type I and II in Hard X-ray Survey 

n  Hard X-rays are much less 
effected by absorption 

n  As a function of luminosity the 
fraction of type Is increases, 
but ~1/2 are type IIs (Koss et 
al 2017)  

113 Seyfert II x-ray spectrum .5-100 keV log X-ray Luminosity 
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Effect of Absorption 
on X-rays  

n  Top plots is in photons 
n  bottom in energy  and 

includes Compton scattering)  
n  In optical absorption can 

totally wipe out AGN signature 
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Log NH=24.25 

Log NH=24.75 

Log NH=25.25 

"no" AGN optical lines 



Effects of Different 
Selection Criteria 
(Hickox et al 2010) 

n   Radio selected 
AGNs are found in 
luminous red-
sequence galaxies. 

 X-ray AGNs are 
found in galaxies 
of all colors, with a 
peak in the �green 
valley�.  

IR AGN hosts are 
relatively bluer 
and less luminous 
than those of the 
X-ray or radio 
AGNs 

 Radio loud AGNs have massive black holes 
(MBH > 108 M!) and small Eddington ratios 
(λ < 10-3). 
 X-ray AGNs have wide range of  MBH and λ   
IR AGNs have relatively small black holes 
(3x107 <MBH <3x108 M!) and high 
Eddington ratios(λ > 10-2). 

Selection 
Effects- What 
is an AGN 

n  Hickox et al find 
that radio and IR 
selected AGN are 
in different 
places in the IR 
color diagram, x-
ray AGN are �all 
over�: however 
IR color selection 
finds <1/2 of x-
ray AGN and VV 

n  Why are some IR 
selected AGN not 
x-ray sources? - 
Not yet clear 

IR color-color diagram based on Spitzer data 
Radio selected AGN in yellow, x-ray in green 
Red box is region of IR selected AGN   



n  Anna Feltre 117 


